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Jingeri
WELCOME

stories and we are delighted to share
some of this with you as part of the
Festival 2018 program.

As the Traditional Custodians of
Australia, we are the oldest living
culture of the world, having lived on
this sacred country for over 50,000
years. There are over 600 language
groups spread across the vast lands
of Australia. We, the Yugambeh
Language Group, are connected
to the Gold Coast region from the
Tweed River, up to the Logan River
and out to the Scenic Rim.

Jingeri – greetings and hello,
the Yugambeh Language Group
welcomes you to this great event
and trust that your experience is
insightful, exciting and so memorable
that you will return to our shores
in the future.

We carry on our traditions through
language, dance, song, arts and

Yugambeh Elders Advisory Group
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HON. ANNASTACIA
PALASZCZUK MP
PREMIER
I am proud that the Queensland
Government is a major supporter
of Festival 2018. We have invested
in our creative industries sector
to develop a high quality Festival
program that offers the best
local and international cultural
experience.
An event of this scale is a
defining moment. For years to
come we will look back at Festival
2018 as the moment Queensland
cemented its reputation as
a global arts destination.
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HON. KATE JONES MP
MINISTER FOR INNOVATION,
TOURISM INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT
AND THE COMMONWEALTH GAMES
Festival 2018 offers something
for everyone and will be an
exceptional arts and cultural
experience.
We know the Commonwealth
Games is more than just worldclass sport, and this program will
showcase our state’s creativity
to visitors from around the world.
It’s family friendly with hundreds
of free events.
Festival 2018 ensures that locals
and visitors alike can enjoy the
cultural transformation of the
Gold Coast.

TOM TATE

PETER BEATTIE AC

MAYOR, CITY OF GOLD COAST

CHAIRMAN, GOLDOC

Festival 2018 Gold Coast is a
fantastic opportunity for local artists
to perform in an international event.
Our city is working to diversify its
economy, and we view arts and
culture as a key economic driver
post the Games.

I am thrilled to welcome you to
Festival 2018 Gold Coast – an
inspiring world-class cultural
program that truly captures the
spirit of the Commonwealth.
With over 1000 events featuring
more than 1400 artists from 50
countries, this is set to be one of
the biggest and most memorable
festivals ever staged in Queensland.

Our investment of over $7 million
into the local arts sector, through
the City’s Accelerated Cultural
Development Program, has helped
produce outstanding works for
Festival 2018.
I congratulate our signature arts
event, Bleach* Festival, for their
role as key collaborator with
Festival 2018.

Festival 2018 is the perfect way
to celebrate the Gold Coast
2018 Commonwealth Games
where we witness extraordinary
diverse talent and we revel in
the best of humanity.
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CREATIVE
DIRECTORS'
WELCOME
A festival is a chance to create a new
world – one that builds on the values
and aspirations of our existing world,
but also addresses its challenges,
redresses its inequalities and extends
its triumphs.

around us. These themes are threaded
through the program – connecting
the global with the local, the
internationally renowned with the
emerging and the powerful with those
who lack visibility and agency.

Festival 2018 Gold Coast invites you
to take the plunge into a new world.

The world of Festival 2018 is one with
a place for everyone – for the young
and the old, for the community and
the arts aficionado, for the righteously
passionate and the joyously carefree.

Festival 2018 is based on three
acts – Encounters in which we
meet the world, Change in which
we affect positive change in the
world and Aspire in which we uplift
and transform ourselves and those
4

It is a world that fits perfectly at the
Gold Coast. The beach is the last,
perhaps the only, truly democratic

space we have where everyone exists
together – interdependent, connected
and yet highly individual. This is
Festival 2018 and so it is fitting that it
is a festival for and of the Gold Coast.
We are delighted to be joined by our
local festival partner Bleach* Festival
in presenting more than 1000 events
across the 12 days of the festival.
New commissions, Australian premieres,
major events and intimate encounters.
It is free, open to everyone and
all for your enjoyment. We invite you
to dive into the world of Festival 2018.

Kate Fell
Creative Director, Festival 2018

Yaron Lifschitz
Creative Director, Festival 2018

Louise Bezzina
Artistic Director, Bleach* Festival
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HOT DUB TIME MACHINE pg23

SURFERS
PA R A D I S E
Head to Surfers Paradise from 1pm till
late for the biggest action of the Festival.
There’s plenty to see, do and
experience throughout the afternoon
with activities and performances
for all ages along with coverage
of the Games on the big screens.
Then, get ready to party! Every night
the Main Stage will explode with
extraordinary performers from
17 countries. Over 12 nights you’ll
experience 12 unique, one-off concerts
specially commissioned for Festival 2018.
So grab a blanket, suspend your disbelief
and come down ready to be amazed.
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“…spectators sat
mesmerized.”
NY Times
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Installation / Theatre / Australian premiere

HOLOSCENES
Lars Jan / Early Morning Opera (USA)

Fresh from mesmerising crowds in
NYC’s Times Square comes this visceral
performance where an enormous
aquarium-like tank unpredictably floods
with water, engulfing the performer.
Submerged for up to three minutes
at a time, performers are forced to
adapt to the rapid rise and fall of
water as they continue to carry out
everyday tasks – making a bed, getting
dressed and reading a newspaper.
Each lone performer stays in the tank

for 45 minutes and each performance
as a whole lasts for five hours.
Set to a haunting soundtrack,
Holoscenes combines beauty, lyricism
and impact to explore our relationship
with rising seas and connect the
everyday actions of individuals to
global climate change.
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
5–15 APRIL 2PM–7PM
(excluding 10 April)
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Music

YOTHU
YINDI
AND THE TREATY PROJECT
Yothu Yindi and The Treaty Project
kicks off Festival 2018. Featuring
original members of ARIA Hall of
Fame inductees Yothu Yindi with
special guests, the night will serve up
classic hits and brand new material
all with an electronic twist.
The ensemble is inspired by the
new remix package celebrating
the 25th anniversary of ‘Treaty’
and sees Yothu Yindi reunited with
Gavin Campbell, founding member
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of seminal remix producers Filthy
Lucre, for a Queensland exclusive
performance.

MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
4 APRIL 7PM–8PM

Music

THE CAT

EMPIRE
With a slew of awards, multiplatinum
albums and more than 1200 shows
under their belts, The Cat Empire has
carved out a unique musical journey to
become a fully independent band on
its own global label.
The Cat Empire live shows never
fail to deliver in the melody-drivenjoyful-dancing stakes, so get ready
to get moving.

MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
4 APRIL 10.30PM–MIDNIGHT
11

Music / World premiere

THE GREAT AUSTRALIAN

SONGBOOK
Commissioned by Festival 2018

The Great Australian Songbook takes
our anthems, love songs and ballads
and sings them back to us in the
vibrant accents of the Commonwealth.
Under the direction of globally
renowned David Coulter, singers
and musicians from Canada, the
UK, Jamaica, Nigeria and beyond
reinterpret the songs that make
us who we are.
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Join Peaches, Nadine Shah,
Winston McAnuff, Afrikan Boy
and a host of artists from around the
Commonwealth in an unforgettable
night of Australian music.

MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
5 APRIL 7PM–11PM

Music

FRESH
VOICES OF THE

COMMONWEALTH
Experience the kaleidoscopic
perspectives of the Commonwealth
in a night bursting with African hip
hop beats, danceable ska rhythms
and hauntingly beautiful voices.

"This band
encapsulates
every brilliant and
creative musician
in India."
BBC Asian Network

Join India's hottest new collective
The Ska Vengers, Ghana's king of hip
hop M.anifest, award-winning musician
and composer David Bridie, celebrated
Papua New Guinean songman George
Telek and other Tolai musicians.
MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
6 APRIL 7PM–11PM
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Music

BLEACH*

ELECTRIFIED
Presented by Bleach* Festival

A selection of the country’s finest new
artists will take over the stage with
an explosion of colour, light and truly
innovative pop music.
Festival favourites Confidence Man
headline the night, plus performances
by culture, language and genre
bridging Electric Fields and Gold Coast
electronic music producer, vocalist and
visual artist Michelle Xen. This is art
pop in its truest form.
MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
7 APRIL 7PM–11PM
14

Music / Australian exclusive

MAGNIFIKA
PACIFIKA
Get ready to party as Salmonella Dub
celebrates its 25th anniversary with
an iconic back-catalogue mash-up.
Salmonella Dub has toured the world,
performed over 200 festival shows
and blazed a trail for the likes of
Fat Freddy’s Drop and Shapeshifter.
Dance to jungle grooves and thumping
bass anthems – complete with special
guests, NZ’s ‘King of the Dubs’
Tiki Taane and Maori songstress
Whirimako Black.

The night will finish with Mike Cooper
performing a live and evocative
soundtrack to the sublime film
White Shadows in the South Seas.

MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
8 APRIL 7PM–11PM
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Music / Comedy

SPARKLE
IN
THE SAND
Celebrate the worldwide LGBTQI
community here on the sands of the
Gold Coast. Kick off your heels, loafers
or bedazzled thongs and relax into
a very special evening of song, dance,
laughter and delight with performers,
athletes and speakers from across
the Commonwealth.
We’ll take you a journey through
the stories of our LGBTQI family:
the love, joy, acceptance, celebration
and heartbeat that unites us all.
16

Hosted by international drag sensation
Courtney Act (Australian Idol, Rupaul’s
Drag Race, Sydney Gay and Lesbian
Mardi Gras) with extra special local
and international guests, Sparkle in the
Sand will be the biggest celebration of
LGBTQI pride this side of the rainbow.

MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
9 APRIL 7PM–11PM

Music / Australian exclusive

ELECTRIC

LADY
Meg Mac headlines a lineup of
Australia’s most powerful female
fronted acts including Nina Las
Vegas, Wafia and Kardajala
Kirridarra.
Curated by Australian musician
Holly Rankin (Jack River), Electric
Lady is inspired by the movement
of women electrifying their voices,
rights and passion across the world.

MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
10 APRIL 7PM–11PM
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Music / Australian exclusive

YOUNG
AFRICAN
COMMONWEALTH
CELEBRATING
NELSON MANDELA’S
100TH BIRTHDAY
Kweku Mandela, is your host for an
incredible evening of African music
– a live tour de force of the power
of change, music and unity.
An exciting lineup of young trailblazing
bands, vocalists and DJs, including
Spoek Mathambo, demonstrate loud
and live why Africa has come to lead
the evolution of music across the globe,
and how Mandela made that possible.

MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
11 APRIL 7PM–11PM
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Music / World premiere

THE
SPIRIT
OF CHURAKI
Commissioned and produced by Bleach* Festival and City of Gold Coast
Discover the story of Aboriginal
man Churaki, the Gold Coast’s first
surf lifesaver, in an epic production
starring Brian Ritchie (Violent
Femmes), Kyle Slabb, Fred Leone
and Leah Flanagan alongside an
extraordinary lineup of legendary
Australian musicians.
In 1911 Churaki performed the Gold
Coast’s first documented lifesaving act,
and many others, as the surf bathing
craze took hold.

Set to evocative visuals by renowned
artist Vernon Ah Kee, this show rides
the perfect wave between traditional
ceremony, the ancient sounds of
Aboriginal language and compelling
music theatre; complete with a cyclonic
set by surf rock legends The Break.

MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
12 APRIL 7PM–11PM
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Music / World premiere

ECSTATIC
Ecstatic celebrates the Commonwealth’s
diverse spiritual traditions. This major
concert event is led by world-music
legend Susheela Raman, uniting
artists from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh
and Sri Lanka.
Music, film and performance all
feature in a night devoted to creating
connections. Vital, intense and
serenely beautiful, Ecstatic is an
odyssey beyond the ordinary.

MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
13 APRIL 7PM–11PM
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“
…wildly original,
passionate and
dangerous.”
The Guardian, UK

Music / Australian exclusive

THE BIG

BANG
Witness an explosion of energy, beats,
drums and rhythms from across the
Commonwealth.
Performing in Australia for the
first time are headliners Garifuna
Collective featuring Umalali (Belize).
Experience a hypnotic blend of
ancient and modern sounds, soulful
melodies and irresistible grooves.
The lineup also features Circle of
Rhythm (Greg Sheehan, Ben Walsh,
Bobby Singh), Indigenous super group

Yarwah, international Didjeridu
performer Tjupurru, Torres Strait Islander
songman Chris Tamwoy and global
beatboxing sensation Tom Thum.

MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
14 APRIL 7PM–11PM
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Music / Australian exclusive

GRRRL

We’re closing Festival 2018 with a
bang, starting with GRRRL – a bespoke
electronic music collaboration between
independent, revolutionary women
from around the Commonwealth
and beyond. Join eight fierce queens
as they share stories of life, conflict,
inequality and change through music.
This special evening is supported
by the HOTA Choir with a soulful,
contemporary repertoire under the
direction of Astrid Jorgensen.

MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
15 APRIL 7PM–8.30PM
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Music

LAST
CHANCE
TO DANCE
Dance the night away with the
global smash-hit DJ experience
Hot Dub Time Machine.

strict chronological order, mixing and
mashing visuals and audio live from
vinyl turntables.

Hot Dub has broken dance floors at
sold-out shows all over the globe,
along with festival slots at Coachella,
Reading and Leeds Festival, T in the
Park, Splendour in the Grass and
plenty more.

Don’t miss the party-to-end-all-parties!

Hot Dub (aka Sydney DJ Tom Loud)
will play all the songs you love in

MAIN STAGE,
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
15 APRIL 10.30PM–LATE
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Interactive installation / Australian premiere

IMPULSE

Created and produced with the support
of Quartier des Spectacles Partnership,
Montreal
A creation of Lateral Office and CS Design
A production of Lateral Office and
CS Design
Take a ride on one of 15 illuminated
musical see-saws in this award-winning
interactive art playground. You’ll
become the musician and artist as your
movement and rhythm activate the
light and sounds of the see-saw.

SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
4 APRIL 7PM–11 PM
5–15 APRIL 1PM–11PM
24

Interactive installation / Australian premiere

GIANT SING

ALONG
Daily tous les jours (Canada)

You’re invited to come together and sing
your heart out – karaoke style – with a
field of microphones on the beach.
Giant Sing Along is just that – an open
opportunity to sing along with your
community. A huge screen will feature
the words of your favourite songs as
voted by the people of the Gold Coast,
and auto-tune will make sure you
sound and feel good!

SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
4 APRIL 7PM–11 PM
5–15 APRIL 1PM–11PM
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Theatre / Ideas / Australian premiere

TRUTH TO

POWER CAFE
Jeremy Goldstein for London Artists
Projects (United Kingdom)
Presented by Festival 2018 and
Bleach* Festival
Celebrate the great Australian hero
in all of us through the power of free
speech and political activism.
Over four nights 24 Gold Coast
participants of all ages, beliefs and
backgrounds have five minutes before
a live audience to respond to the
question: 'Who has power over you
and what do you want to say to them?'
THE AVENUE, SURFERS PARADISE
9–11 APRIL 3PM–4PM
MEMORIAL HALL, MUDGEERABA
14 APRIL 6.30PM–8PM
Free events, bookings required
26

"
The revolutionary
potential of
theatre at its best
and most direct."
The Guardian, UK

Theatre / Dance

INTIMATE
SPACE
Restless Dance Theatre (Australia)

Presented by Festival 2018 and Bleach* Festival
Weave your way through an
evocative performance set in
the Hilton Surfers Paradise.

and an urgent physical explosion in the
linen room. Be surprised and enchanted
by this exquisite performance experience.

On this travelling adventure you will
move from the sophisticated bar to
lush rooms with dazzling views and the
stark nooks and crannies of the hotel's
back-of-house. Guided by an alluring
soundscape you'll witness a series of
delicately crafted vignettes including a
tender and cheeky duet in a private room

Don’t miss your chance to see
this award-winning work by
Restless Dance Theatre.

HILTON SURFERS PARADISE
4–7 APRIL Various times, see website
$10 – inc. drink, bookings required
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Dance / Theatre

THE

NINTH WAVE
The Farm (Australia)

Commissioned by Bleach* Festival and City of Gold Coast
Produced by Bleach* Festival
What do you do when the world is ending?
Party like it’s 1999! In this apocalyptic
narrative, a group of champagnedrinking fools willfully ignore the
warning signs of the end of the world.
Set against a stunning beach backdrop
and entwined with an original live score
by Ben Ely (Regurgitator), this dance
on a smoking volcano is the party to
end all parties.

28

The Ninth Wave unfolds as a journey
of consequences and the young hope
that always grows from it.

SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
5–7 APRIL 7PM–8.30PM
Ages 12+ years

Public art / Australian exclusive

URCHINS
Created by Choi+Shine Architects
(United Kingdom and United States)
Curated by SWELL people. art. place.
(Australia)
Commissioned by City of Gold Coast
Discover and delight in the spectacular
sea urchins intricately crafted from
hand-crocheted lace that hover
in Appel Park and float over the
Gold Coast waterway.

APPEL PARK, SURFERS PARADISE
4–15 APRIL
29

Dance / World premiere

FLOCK
Force Majeure (Australia)

Commissioned by Festival 2018
Set against the spectacular backdrop
of Surfers Paradise beach, FLOCK
brings together 60 local performers
in a playful and stunning new work
by one of Australia’s leading dance
theatre companies, Force Majeure.
The result is a mesmerising, meditative
spectacle which explores our search for
meaning in the natural world around us.
SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
12–15 APRIL 4.30PM–5.30PM
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“One of our most
outstanding,
boundary-pushing
dance companies.”
Sydney Morning Herald

Interactive theatre

FUTURE POSTAL

SERVICE

Interactive theatre

FITTER.
FASTER.BETTER.

Maybe ( ) Together (Australia)

St Martins Youth Arts Centre (Australia)

Calling all children for one big game
of post!

Stretch your body to its limits with a
boot camp run entirely by children.

This high energy and big-thinking mail
delivery game captures the thoughts
of children and delivers them to adults
passing by. Drop in and join the fun!

Prepare to sweat when you are paired
with a ‘personal trainer’ aged between
9–12 years for a workout designed
to reclaim play.

SURFERS PARADISE ESPLANADE

SURFERS PARADISE BEACH

5–8 APRIL 1PM+4.30PM
Ages 7–12 years

12–15 APRIL 1PM–5PM
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Public art

SKRYF

THE
OWL
AND THE PUSSYCAT

Gijs van Bon (Netherlands)

Little Match Productions (Australia)

A fascinating small robot (Skryf)
carefully scribes lines of poetry with
sand to create a meditative footpath
installation.
After writing each letter, Skryf
continues on – leaving the text
to the wind and the passersby.
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Music theatre / World premiere

Commissioned by Festival 2018
Based on the beloved childhood poem,
this is a new musical made especially
for children and families. The show
explores the universal themes of love,
harmony and acceptance with live
vocals, puppetry, interactive theatre
and a troupe of musical puffins.

SURFERS PARADISE ESPLANADE

SURFERS PARADISE BEACH

5–15 APRIL

5–8 APRIL 2PM+4PM
Ages 4–10 years

Dance / Visual art / World premiere

PRIVACY
SETTINGS

Polytoxic and collaborators (Australia/
United Kingdom/United States)
Commissioned by Festival 2018
Delve into a world where the screen
consumes our lives; where snooping is
an everyday activity and the lines of
public vs private are indistinct.
Polytoxic teams up with acclaimed
design duo Craig & Karl and animator
Pete Foley to bring you an intoxicating
blend of dance, theatre, costume design
and colour-saturated pop-graphic visuals.

SURFERS PARADISE BEACH
12–15 APRIL 6.30PM–7PM
33
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SAND SONG pg49

K U R R A W A PA R K ,
BROADBEACH
Discover an enchanting playground
for young and old. Let your imagination
out to play.
Explore a grand inflatable maze,
see a family show and experience
the creations of Aboriginal, Torres Strait
Islander and First Nations' artists and
communities.
Kurrawa Park is a place for everyone,
so come on in!

Proudly presented by
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Dance / Music

GATHERING
Directed by Luther Cora (Australia)
Commissioned by Festival 2018
Celebrate the oldest living culture
through traditional song, dance
and storytelling.
For generations, Yugambeh people
have given life to this country – retelling
histories, sharing stories and passing
down lessons. Come gather on the lands
of Yugambeh people and encounter the
spirit of country in this celebration of
ceremony and ritual.

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH
5–8 APRIL 9.30AM–11AM
36

Visual art / Interactive installation

JARJUMS
LEARNING SPACE

Inala Wangarra (Australia)
Commissioned by Festival 2018
Step inside this interactive space
designed, created and built for Jarjums
by Jarjums (children)!
Inspired by their everyday lives, Jarjums
Learning Space offers engaging and
culturally exciting ways for visitors to
connect with Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander culture. Get ready to
have some fun!

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH
5–15 APRIL 9AM–6PM
37

Children / Family / Australian premiere

THE LOST LENDING

LIBRARY
Punchdrunk (United Kingdom)

Co-Produced by Imaginary Theatre and Festival 2018, supported by City of Gold Coast
A travelling museum of curiosities has
arrived on the Gold Coast ready to
welcome visitors. Inside is a magical
secret: a doorway to a hidden world.

Punchdrunk is famous for its gamechanging form of theatre where
audiences experience epic storytelling
inside sensory worlds.

In The Lost Lending Library young
imaginations are urgently needed
to write new stories for the permanent
collection.

Adults must be accompanied by a child.
This performance has limited ticketing,
bookings will be taken onsite on the day.

Discover a remarkable way to inspire
young minds in this immersive
experience for children and their families.
38

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH
5–15 APRIL 9AM–5PM

"Now everybody reads more.
My sister reads more, I read more,
and even my parents read more"
8 year old.
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Interactive installation

ARBORIA
Architects of Air (United Kingdom)

You’ll be amazed by the beauty of
light and colour when you enter the
luminarium – a monumental, walk-in
sculpture that has enchanted millions
of people across the globe.
Journey through the dazzling maze
of winding paths and soaring domes,
and awaken your sense of wonder.
Since 1992 over three million visitors
in more than 40 countries across five
continents have immersed themselves
in the spectacular, luminous world of
Architects of Air. For the first time,
the Gold Coast will experience this
special installation.
KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH
5–15 APRIL 9AM–5PM

40
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Dance

OUR CORKA

BUBS

NURSERY

Gina Rings (Australia)

Sally Chance Dance (Australia)

Experience the first ever Aboriginal
contemporary dance work for babies
under two years (and their carers).

Enter a safe and special play space
where delight is devised momentby-moment, and where babies and
performers together with carers create
beauty and a sense of connection.

You and a small audience of babies
will be transfixed through movement,
music and play that draws strongly
from Aboriginal storytelling.
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Theatre

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

5–8 APRIL 9AM+10.30AM
Ages under 2 years

9–11 APRIL 9AM+10.30AM
Ages under 2 years

Theatre

TOUCH

AND GO

Theatre / World premiere

ESPECIALLY
ON BIRTHDAYS

Sally Chance Dance (Australia)

The PaperBoats (Australia)

Touch and Go entices, dares and
entertains children in a playful
environment.

“I love being 5. I don’t want to be 6!”

Your two-year-old child will enter a
wonderful world of shapes and pathways,
stepping stones and lines, with two
friendly dancers and a live guitarist.

This intimate visual-theatre experience
for 4-8 year olds shares the ups,
downs and roundabouts of the most
anticipated day of the year.

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

13–15 APRIL 9AM+10.30AM
Ages 2 years

5–8 APRIL 10AM+MIDDAY
Ages 4–8 years
43

Theatre

Theatre

EMIL AND THE

PATRICE BALBINA'S

Slingsby (Australia)

Australian Theatre for Young People
(Australia)

How do we find our friends in the
world? How do we work together
to defeat tricksters?

Follow the experience of a refugee told
through the eyes of a 12-year-old girl.

DETECTIVES

44

CHANCE ENCOUNTER WITH
THE END OF THE WORLD

Emil and the Detectives is told by two
skilled actors and is made complete
with smoke and mirrors, miniature
worlds and a cinematic score.

As the world experiences the greatest
displacement of people since World
War Two, this new international story
reflects on the contrasting fragility
and resilience of the human spirit.

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

5–8 APRIL 3PM+5PM
Ages 8+ years

9–10 APRIL 12PM+2PM
Ages 8+ years

Theatre / World premiere

WELCOME TO

SAMEVILLE

Shock Therapy Productions (Australia)

Commissioned by City of Gold Coast and Festival 2018
You are about to enter a weird and wacky
world called Sameville, Utopia on show!
Take a guided tour of a very peculiar
autonomous utopian regime. In
‘Sameville’, you’ll find yourself right in
the middle of the action, surrounded
by people who dress the same, move
the same, and act the same. You’ll
meet several colourful characters
and discover the truth about this
mysterious place.

Welcome to Sameville is an immersive
and interactive theatrical experience
that explores democracy, human rights,
personal empowerment and freedom
of expression.
A world where Dr Seuss and Roald Dahl
meet George Orwell and Aldous Huxley.
KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH
9–11 APRIL 5.30PM+8PM
Ages 8+ years
45
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Fashion / Visual arts / Dance / World premiere

INTERTWINED

Grace Lillian Lee and Fiona Wirrer George (Australia)
Commissioned by Festival 2018
Join a captivating celebration of
multicultural diversity through art,
fashion, movement and song.
Yugambeh people have walked this
country for generations, and many
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people still call the Gold Coast
home. Intertwined celebrates the
beauty and diversity of identity
and the complexities of remaining
connected to our culture when on
another’s country.

Led by internationally acclaimed artist
and designer Grace Lillian Lee (whose
work is inspired by her own Indigenous
heritage), the Gold Coast community
intertwines the old and new to share
their stories with you.

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH
14–15 APRIL 6PM–7PM
47

Comedy

THE LISTIES GO FOR

BRONZE
The Listies (Australia)

Don’t miss Australia's most sought
after kidult comedians, The Listies,
as they hit the Commonwealth Games
with a fun-packed session of sporting
shenanigans.

“Nobody else does
comedy for kids this
brilliantly, but what’s
more astounding is
that adults have just
as much fun.”
Sydney Morning Herald
48

Part game-show, part zumba class,
part comedy routine – it’s a madcap,
ridiculous and uproarious hour of
interactive comedy. For kids aged
4-400 million* (*dinosaurs allowed).

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH
12–15 APRIL 4PM+6PM
Ages 4+ years

Dance

SAND
SONG
Walbira Murray and Insite Arts
(Australia)
See an ancient Dreaming story come
to life through an enchanting mix of
dance, song and traditional artefacts.
Set on magnificent ground art of red
sand, white ochre, emu feathers and
ancestor poles; SAND SONG tells the
story of how the sun came to be.

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH
5–8 APRIL 6PM–7PM
Workshops 5PM–6PM
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Dance

Dance

MURA
BUAI
(EVERYONE, EVERYONE) DREAMING
MODERN
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Ghenoa Gela and Force Majeure
(Australia)

Thomas ES Kelly (Australia)

An engaging and thoughtful
exploration of strength, identity and
Torres Strait Islander culture, Mura Buai
is an exciting new work infused with
a sense of the past created and
choreographed by Ghenoa Gela in
collaboration with Danielle Micich
and the performers.

This powerful new dance work explores
the great Australian dream, and what
it really means.

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

9–11 APRIL 4PM–5.30PM

9–11 APRIL 12.30PM–1.30PM

Commissioned by Festival 2018

Thomas ES Kelly presents a mash-up
of traditional and contemporary styles
to ask, how do we walk towards a
modern dreaming for all?

Theatre

Theatre

WHALE'S
TALE
MOUTONS
LES

Born in a Taxi (Australia)

Corpus (Canada)

Ever wonder what it’s like to be swallowed
whole? You’re about to find out!

Reality meets fantasy in this wordless,
live installation that recreates an idyllic
country scene in a typical urban setting.

Put on your shrimp helmet, take a
deep breath, and dive inside the jaws
of Manilayo the humpback whale.
You can watch from the shore, or
submerge yourself in this thrilling
show that’s full of surprises.

Travel to a strange and hilarious
universe as Corpus takes you through a
carefully studied, surrealistic overview
of sheep behaviour.

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

9–11 APRIL 12PM+3PM

12–15 APRIL 11.30AM+1.30PM
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Music

KID/
DUB
Hot Dub Time Machine (Australia)
Don’t miss this time-travelling dance
party for kids!
Boogie through 60 years of pop music,
with plenty of bubbles and surprises for
young and old. It's the most fun you
can have at a kid's show – in fact, it's
the best... kid's party... ever!
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Music

JAMIE MACDOWELL &

TOM THUM
Chart-topping singer-songwriter
Jamie MacDowell and world-class
beatboxer Tom Thum unite in a
perfect musical match.
See them live and discover why
they’ve racked up best music awards
at the world’s leading fringe festivals,
including Brighton Fringe 2014 and
Adelaide Fringe 2016.

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

12–14 APRIL 12PM+2PM

15 APRIL 12PM+2PM

Music theatre

GAURII

Wagana Dancers (Australia)
See Aboriginal creation stories come to
life through a delightful mix of dance,
music, puppetry and text.
Throughout the performance, your
children will have the chance to learn
dances, experience ochres and play
with the puppets.

Visual Art

ALREADY

OCCUPIED
Libby Harward (Australia)

Commissioned by Festival 2018
Already Occupied recodes everyday
signage, such as those used for
traffic control, into critical markers
of Aboriginal sovereignty in a
contemporary art context.

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

5–8 APRIL 2.30PM–3PM

12–15 APRIL 12PM–2PM
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Visual art / World premiere

WEAVING
WATER STORIES
Freya Carmichael and Lisa Sorbie-Martin
(Australia)
Commissioned by Festival 2018
Let’s take a moment to celebrate
water – the giver of life. It sustains us,
replenishes us and connects us all.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
weavers from the local area bring
together their traditional techniques
to create an inspiring, large-scale
installation.

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH
5–15 APRIL 9AM–6PM
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Visual art / Ideas

EMBASSY

Richard Bell (Australia)

Reflect, engage and join the
conversation. This thought-provoking
installation pays homage to the
Aboriginal Tent Embassy – the world’s
longest running protest.
The original Embassy was first
assembled in 1972 by activists on
the lawn of Parliament House,
Canberra. To this day, the Embassy
continues to bring issues of Indigenous
health and land rights to the forefront
of Australian politics.

Richard Bell's restaging of Embassy
is a platform for thought and discussion.
Check out the talks and films that run
throughout the day, with a full program
of events available at gc2018.com/
festival2018

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH
9–11 APRIL 9AM–6PM
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Visual arts / Workshops

CHILDREN'S
REPUBLIC
Ben Landau (Australia)
Calling all children of the Gold Coast!
This is your chance to band together
to imagine a new world. What will
it be like? What rules will you set?
What values are important?
You’ll get to design its national
flag, constitution and coat of
arms. Then, parade your flags
and banners through the streets
of the Gold Coast.
So far Children’s Republics have been
created by over 30,000 kids in Sydney,
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Melbourne and Adelaide. Will kids
make better rulers than adults for
the Gold Coast?

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH
12–15 APRIL 10AM–4PM
Ages 5+ years

Workshops

Music

YUGAMBEH
HEALTHY YOUTH CHOIR
ACTIVE AND

City of Gold Coast

Come and embrace the Gold Coast
lifestyle and – while you're at it –
check out some Festival highlights
and sites. From mums and bubs yoga
to ballet barre on the beach, there are
plenty of free activities to keep you
active every day of the Festival.

The Yugambeh Youth Choir is a local
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander choir,
trained by accomplished Choirmaster
and proud Kombumerri woman Candace
Kruger. The choir weaves the region's
language, culture and stories together in
traditional and contemporary Yugambeh
language pieces.

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH

& ACROSS THE COAST

14 APRIL 10.30AM + 2.30PM

5–15 APRIL Various times, see website
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RITE pg61

S U R F PA R A D E,
BROADBEACH
For extreme action, head to the openair 360-degree Roundabout Stage.
Here you’ll see a cutting-edge global
lineup of dance, urban circus and
physical theatre. All performances are
short, sharp and energetic – 20 to 40
minutes of adrenaline-fuelled wonder.
At the other end of the street, check
out the hottest bands and your playlist
favourites. The Queensland Music
Stage is pumping with indie pop, rock,
hip hop, country music and more.
Films from across the Commonwealth
and Games coverage will be screened
in Broadbeach Mall.

Proudly presented by
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Contemporary dance / World premiere

SURGE
Dancenorth (Australia)

Commissioned by Festival 2018
Witness daring athleticism and highpowered choreography in a new dance
work that dramatically swings between
harmony and havoc.
Choreographed by Gabrielle Nankivell
and sound designed by Luke Smiles,
watch as five dancers embody
the hypnotic paradox of beauty
and violence that rages within the
elements; igniting our senses, wrestling
with our temperaments and wreaking
havoc on our imagination.
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ROUNDABOUT STAGE, BROADBEACH
5–8 APRIL Various times, see website

Circus / World premiere

RITE
Circa (Australia)

Commissioned by Festival 2018
Brace yourself as 10 ferociously
committed acrobats put their bodies
on the line in an electrifying explosion
of physicality and power.

“The five-star
favourite . . . a clear
demonstration of the
artistry of circus.”
The Guardian,
Australia

The Rite of Spring has been the basis
of dances and ballets for over 100 years
but never circus – until now. In a worldfirst, Circa’s legendary ensemble, under
the direction of Yaron Lifschitz, dares to
take on Stravinsky’s music masterpiece
to create RITE.

ROUNDABOUT STAGE, BROADBEACH
4–8 APRIL Various times, see website
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Urban circus

360

ALLSTARS
Onyx Productions (Australia)

World champion athletes and
performers hit the stage in this
adrenaline-fuelled urban circus.
Prepare for non-stop action; there’s
breakdancing, beatboxing, BMX
flatlanding, basketball freestyling,
drumming and Roue Cyr. Boasting a
stellar international cast, 360 ALLSTARS
is a phenomenal, physical performance
that explores all forms of rotation.

ROUNDABOUT STAGE, BROADBEACH
5–8 APRIL Various times, see website
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“A supercharged show…
heart pumping music,
dazzling lights and video,
and incredibly talented
athletes and musicians.”
Theatermania, New York

Dance

SOWETO
SKELETON
MOVERS
Hailed as the best act of the world’s
biggest hip hop festival, Breakin’
Convention, these skeleton movers
from South Africa will thrill and delight
you with their joyous dance.
With bounce in their steps and looks
of mischief, the Soweto Skeleton
Movers fuse the South African street
dance style 'pantsula' with cheeky
contortionism, incredulous footwork
and magical hat tricks.

“You can’t tell where the
illusion of superbendiness
ends and the real thing
takes over…”
The Independent, UK
ROUNDABOUT STAGE, BROADBEACH
9–11 APRIL Various times, see website
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Circus / World premiere

THE

RISING
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Theatre / World premiere

SEA

Circus Corridor (Australia)

Blue Roo Theatre Company (Australia)

Commissioned by City of Gold Coast

Commissioned by Festival 2018

Exploiting the spectacular physicality
of bodies in the air, The Rising draws
on a number of universal flood myths
to explore our love/hate relationship
with water. Eight rising stars face off
against an ever increasing rising tide
to ask, what are the costs of survival?

Take a voyage through the deep
in this large-scale dance story featuring
25 gifted performers and three brilliant
live musicians in a performance
bursting with rich diversity and beauty.

ROUNDABOUT STAGE, BROADBEACH

ROUNDABOUT STAGE, BROADBEACH

9–11 APRIL Various times, see website

6–7 APRIL 11AM+1PM

Dance

Circus / World premiere

EXCELSIOR POINT
JUMPING

eXcelsior (Australia)

Spaghetti Circus, Circus Arts Australia
and Circa Zoo (Australia)

Experience Australian Indigenous
culture through a powerful blend
of ancient and modern dance.

Commissioned by Festival 2018

After performing at Sydney Opera
House and festivals across Australia,
Brisbane’s eXcelsior unleashes its
signature dance style on the Gold Coast.

Discover the next generation of circus
stars in this exciting new show bursting
at the seams with acrobatics and
aerials. Jumping Point is an enchanting
escapade into the realm of magic,
illusion and wonder.

ROUNDABOUT STAGE, BROADBEACH

ROUNDABOUT STAGE, BROADBEACH

10 APRIL Various times, see website

12–15 APRIL Various times, see website
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Physical theatre

MALLAKHAMBINDIA
Mallakhambindia with Ben Knapton (India)

Behold the incredible acrobatic feats
of an ancient sporting art form that
is rarely seen outside of India.
Fuelled by centuries of history,
‘Mallakhamb’ is a mix of wrestling,
gymnastics and aerial yoga.
Practitioners use a large, wooden,
vertical pole to eloquently perform
feats of astounding physical artistry.
Watch five of India’s best
Mallakhamb artists push their
bodies to the edge.
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"The control and
precision are
breathtaking.”
Daily Review

ROUNDABOUT STAGE, BROADBEACH
9–11 APRIL Various times, see website

Dance-circus / Australian premiere

BLOCK

NoFit State Circus and Motionhouse
(United Kingdom)
Witness daring athleticism, split-second
timing and thrilling feats as dance and
circus collide.
Twenty massive blocks are
deconstructed and reformed – Jenga
style – for the performers to play on,
move with and explore. BLOCK is about
life in the city; living large, living fast
and sometimes living in the cracks.
See seven extraordinary performers
push their bodies to the limit to survive
and thrive in the world of blocks.
ROUNDABOUT STAGE, BROADBEACH
12–15 APRIL Various times, see website
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Physical theatre / Dance / World premiere

HURIHURI
Movement of The Human (New Zealand)
Commissioned by Festival 2018
Traditional Pacific performance collides
with urban street culture in a show
fizzing with energy, magic and heart.

See skateboarders, kapa haka and poi
dancers perform with a live soundscape
of drums, electronic loops and traditional
Maori taonga pūoro.
The whirling revolution of motion
transforms into a breathtaking aerial duet
starring integrated artist Rodney Bell.

ROUNDABOUT STAGE, BROADBEACH
12–15 APRIL Various times, see website
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Dance / World premiere

YES

WE DANCE
Everybody NOW! (Australia)

Commissioned by Bleach* Festival, City of Gold Coast and Festival 2018
Produced by Bleach* Festival
Lose yourself in the music and the
movement in this exhilarating mass
dance event.
An anthemic pop soundtrack will lay the
beat for 10 everyday Gold Coasters to
reveal their extraordinary dancing talent
as they lead a cast of hundreds of local
community dancers through the newest
dance sensations that say to the world,
‘We are the everyday people of the

Gold Coast and yes, we dance!’. You’ll be
invited to join the party, so get ready to
release your inhibitions, hit the dance
floor and bust out some new moves.

ROUNDABOUT STAGE, BROADBEACH
12–15 APRIL 6PM–7PM
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Music

70

Music

AMY
SHARK

PACES

After touring North America,
headlining festivals across Australia
and securing two ARIAs, Amy Shark
hits the Queensland Music Stage.
Gold Coast born and bred, Amy
is a contemplative and soulfully
brooding singer-songwriter who
sells out wherever she plays.

A night of new wave Gold Coast-grown
electronic music, headlined by the
innovative and summery vibes of Paces.

Presented by Bleach* Festival

SUPPORTED BY

LASTLINGS
&
AUSTEN

QUEENSLAND MUSIC STAGE,
BROADBEACH

QUEENSLAND MUSIC STAGE,
BROADBEACH

4 APRIL 7PM–8PM

5 APRIL 7PM–LATE

Music

Music

WILSON
PICKERS

BUSBY
MAROU

Get ready for a raucous time as these
festival favourites serve up new music
and ARIA-nominated alt country tunes.

Soak up ARIA chart-topping pop
melodies, lush harmonies and breezy
acoustic tunes.

SUPPORTED BY

SUPPORTED BY

JACKIE MARSHALL
&
KARL S WILLIAMS

LEANNE TENNANT
&
ALEXANDER WILLIAM

QUEENSLAND MUSIC STAGE,
BROADBEACH

QUEENSLAND MUSIC STAGE,
BROADBEACH

6 APRIL 7PM–LATE

7 APRIL 7PM–LATE
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Music

SAHARA
BECK
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Music

MAU

POWER

Get ready to dance to headspinning melodies, stunning vocals
and irresistible grooves.

Don’t miss an explosive hip hop
performance fused with traditional
Torres Strait Islander dance.

SUPPORTED BY

SUPPORTED BY

TIA GOSTELOW
&
GRETA STANLEY

MORETON
&
AQUILA YOUNG

QUEENSLAND MUSIC STAGE,
BROADBEACH

QUEENSLAND MUSIC STAGE,
BROADBEACH

8 APRIL 7PM–LATE

9 APRIL 7PM–LATE

Music

Music

TROY
CASSAR-DALEY

BOBBY ALU

Join our favourite country music
superstar for a night of great stories
and new songs.

Put on your mid-week party pants and
come dance the night away with the
best local Gold Coast party bands.

SUPPORTED BY

SUPPORTED BY

EMILY WURRAMARA
&
BLACK RABBIT GEORGE

HANLON BROTHERS
&
ELECTRIK LEMONADE

QUEENSLAND MUSIC STAGE,
BROADBEACH

QUEENSLAND MUSIC STAGE,
BROADBEACH

10 APRIL 7PM–LATE

11 APRIL 7PM–LATE

Presented by Bleach* Festival
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Music

THE JUNGLE

BULLHORN

These indie giants will whip you
into a frenzy with their crazy antics
and new pop tunes.

Slip on your dancing shoes for a
thumping party mix of hip hop, funk,
soul and RnB.

SUPPORTED BY

SUPPORTED BY

THE CREASES
&
ELIZA & THE DELUSIONALS

TIJUANA CARTEL
&
CHEAP FAKES

QUEENSLAND MUSIC STAGE,
BROADBEACH

QUEENSLAND MUSIC STAGE,
BROADBEACH

12 APRIL 7PM–LATE

13 APRIL 7PM–LATE

GIANTS
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Music

Music

Music

KATE
MILLER-HEIDKE

DUBMARINE

The award-winning indie-pop singer
is back, armed with an incredible set
and backed by a string quartet.

Bass crunching, rhythm pounding;
expect the ultimate smash-up of dub,
dancehall and reggae.

SUPPORTED BY

ELLA FENCE
LATE NIGHT PARTY

SUPPORTED BY

REGURGITATOR

ELKO FIELDS

QUEENSLAND MUSIC STAGE,
BROADBEACH

QUEENSLAND MUSIC STAGE,
BROADBEACH

14 APRIL 7PM–LATE

15 APRIL 7PM–LATE
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ACROSS
THE COAST
Festival 2018 pops up across the Gold
Coast's 70km stretch of beautiful coast.
You’ll find art in surprising places and
surprising art in the places you know.
You can listen to the stories
of athletes at dawn through
headphones while drinking gourmet
coffee on a deckchair… and that’s
just the beginning.
Take a wander across the coast
and discover something new.
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Public art / Australian premiere

MUSEUM OF THE

MOON

Luke Jerram (United Kingdom)
Museum of the Moon is an incredible
seven-metre-wide, floating moon
sculpture with NASA imagery on its
surface. Each centimetre of the replica
equals 5kms of the lunar surface.
While you bathe in the moonlight,
listen to a surround-sound composition
featuring archive audio from the moon
landings by BAFTA award-winning
composer Dan Jones.
CHINATOWN MALL, SOUTHPORT
4–15 APRIL 10AM–10PM
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“An uplifting visual experience; peaceful,
calming, beautiful, exquisite.”
Audience member, UK
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Sound experience / World premiere

SEA

STORIES

Roslyn Oades and collaborators (Australia)
Commissioned by Festival 2018
Grab a free coffee, pull up a deck chair
and settle in for an intimate, uplifting
journey into the headspace of some
extraordinary humans.
Where does the human mind go when
it’s challenged to survive, endure or
succeed? Inspired by the experiences of
elite athletes, Sea Stories takes you into
the a meditative zone.
As the sun rises over Broadbeach you’ll
hear a collection of first-person stories
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that poetically connect with the everchanging seascape before you.
Created by award-winning documentary
artist Roslyn Oades, Sea Stories
draws on local interviews and original
sound design by Bob Scott to explore
the relationship between dreaming,
discipline, resilience and water.
CHELSEA AVE, BROADBEACH BEACH
5–15 APRIL 5.30AM–6.30AM

Visual art / World premiere

WATER
COOLER GAMES
Andrew Baines (Australia)
Commissioned by Festival 2018
Join award-winning surrealist artist
Andrew Baines for his next quirky
photoshoot on the beach. This new
human art installation gathers
together 40 suited participants for
a race along the beach, followed by
a wade into the ocean. This is all
topped off with an award ceremony,
with the gold medallion set to be
presented by someone distinguished!

CHELSEA AVE, BROADBEACH BEACH
8 APRIL 11AM–12NOON
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Visual art / World premiere

NIGHT
WATCH
The Walls (Australia)

Commissioned by City of Gold Coast
Check out an exciting collection of
contemporary screen-based artworks
that playfully depict life on the
Gold Coast.
Explore the act of ‘Night Watching’
through art creations that translate
and reinterpret the Golden Age themes
of Rembrandt’s civic guard scene into
a portrait of Gold Coast living.

CHELSEA AVE, BROADBEACH BEACH
8 APRIL 7PM+8.30PM
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Dance

SILENT

DISCO

Guru Dudu Productions (Australia)
Slip on some headphones and get
ready to dance – silent disco style!
This is a whole new level of silent
disco – complete with a dazzling dance
playlist, hilarious commentary from the
Guru, flash mobbing and interpretative
dancing around local landmarks.

ACROSS THE GOLD COAST
5–15 APRIL Various times, see website
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Art installation

Public art / World premiere

ALL
EYES
ON US!
PLACE

ACKNOWLEDGING

THE COMMONWEALTH STAR

Carol McGregor (Australia)

Stuart Green (Australia)

Commissioned by Festival 2018

Commissioned by the City of Gold Coast
and Festival 2018
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Inspired by a starting gun's blast,
tropical fruit, flowers and the stars,
this vibrant sculpture celebrates an
unforgettable moment in time.

The City of Gold Coast's Indigenous
Artist Camp brings artists together
to explore, experiment and create.
Festival 2018 has commissioned past
participant Carol McGregor to create a
site specific work Acknowledging Place.

SURFERS PARADISE ESPLANADE

CHELSEA AVE, BROADBEACH BEACH

4–15 APRIL

5–15 APRIL

Dance / Australian premiere

VOU
VOU (Fiji)

Presented by Bleach* Festival
and Festival 2018
From our neighbours across the
Coral Sea comes an explosive Pacific
experience that transports audiences
to the island paradise of Fiji.
As a collective of urban Fijian artists,
VOU (translating to ‘new’ in Fijian)
blends the old and new, the traditional
and contemporary with a unique
signature style that has seen them
receive international acclaim.
ACROSS THE GOLD COAST
7–9 APRIL Various times, see website
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Sound installation / World premiere

WAVE
FIELDS

Lawrence English (Australia)
Commissioned and produced by Bleach* Festival
Experience a mesmerising night
sleeping under the stars on the beach,
inside a blanket of sound created
by internationally renowned artist
Lawrence English.
Merging music, environmental
recordings and live sound from the
performance location itself, Wave
Fields invites audiences to experience
the ways in which sound drifts into
and out of our dreams, and how
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incidental atmospheres complement,
interrupt and augment our sleep.
Please bring your swag or sleeping bag
as you will be sleeping on the beach as
part of this overnight experience.

MICK SCHAMBURG PARK,
BURLEIGH HEADS
6–7 APRIL & 7–8 APRIL, 5.30PM–7AM
$20 – inc. light meals, bookings required

Dance / Theatre

TIDE

The Farm (Australia)
Commissioned by Bleach* Festival
and City of Gold Coast
Produced by Bleach* Festival
Two office workers carry on their duties
in an office built on a sandbar. During
low tide they stand safely on sand,
but water submerges the desk and its
contents as the tide rises. For 49 hours,
without food or supplies, these two
fearless performers put themselves
at the mercy of both the tide and the
compassion of the community.

CURRUMBIN ESTUARY,
PALM BEACH PARKLANDS
8 APRIL 9AM–10 APRIL 10AM
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Film / World premiere

UNCOMMON
Commissioned by Festival 2018

Four filmmakers from around the
Commonwealth explore parallel stories
of connection.
These short films – produced in the
lead up to the Games – give a timely
glimpse into distinct worlds united
through their humanity.
Explore the commonalities and
differences of the human experience,
and see contemporary life across the
Commonwealth.
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Developed in partnership with Screen
Queensland, Screen Australia and
National Film and Video Foundation
(South Africa).

ACROSS THE GOLD COAST
5–15 APRIL Various times, see website

Film

COMMONWEALTH

STORIES

Curated by Gold Coast Film Festival
Enjoy an array of bite-sized stories on
the big screen.
This specially curated program
showcases the talent, perspectives,
issues and ideas from over 50
Commonwealth nations and territories.
Designed for general audiences,
the program is perfect for the whole
family and will delight and intrigue all.

ACROSS THE GOLD COAST
5–15 APRIL Various times, see website
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Music

COAST
ACOUSTICS

AN EVENING
WITH
ARCHIE ROACH

Presented by Bleach* Festival and
supported by City of Gold Coast

Presented by Bleach* Festival

The lineup features an array of
outstanding folk and contemporary
acoustic artists including gypsy
guitarists Hussy Hicks, southern
Californian soul-singer Allensworth,
banjo-wielding Karl S Williams and
bohemian rocker Felicity Lawless.

Archie is the rarest of beings – one
that sees beyond race, religion, gender
and ideology – to get straight to the
heart of what it means to be human.
And what he sees at the heart of
humanity is love.

COUNTRY PARADISE PARKLANDS,
NERANG

MEMORIAL HALL, MUDGEERABA

15 APRIL 1PM–6PM
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Music

7 APRIL 6.30PM–9PM
$15, bookings required

Food / Music

NIGHTQUARTER
FESTIVAL
NightQuarter (Australia)
Discover the delicious flavours of the
Gold Coast in this big, bustling market
of delectable dishes and tasty treats.
You can enjoy slow-cooked barbecue,
freshly shucked oysters, fish straight
off the trawlers, vegan falafels, coldpressed juices, buddah bowls, brews,
wines, cheeses and much more.
Be inspired by daily food workshops
and demonstrations while enjoying
music, dance and theatre.
NIGHTQUARTER, HELENSVALE
5–14 APRIL 12NOON–9PM
$3 entry fee, children 12 and under free
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GENERATE
PROGRAM
Generate is a City of Gold Coast
creative program for the development
of new work.
This three stage multi-art generator
has brought together artists, creatives
and collectives to exchange ideas,
skills and create work that is distinctly
Gold Coast for Festival 2018.
Generate provides unprecedented
opportunity to showcase some
of the City’s best creative
practitioners to a global audience,
transforming Gold Coast arts and
culture well beyond 2018.
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The initiative is developed with
the support of the Office for the
Commonwealth Games, Festival 2018
creative lead, Bleach* Festival and the
Regional Arts Development Fund – a
partnership between the Queensland
Government and the City to support
local arts and culture in regional
Queensland.

SONG TO THE EARTH
Dr Corrina Bonshek
Wander through a forest
of musicians in an immersive,
live orchestra event.
PALM BEACH PARKLANDS
7–8 APRIL Various times, see website

QUIET BY NATURE
Alicia Min Harvie
Take a moonlit kayak tour with
a difference. Look and listen out for the
unusual, unnatural ‘wild’ life along the way.
WINDERS PARK, CURRUMBIN
5–8 APRIL Various times, see website
$10 – inc. kayak hire, bookings required
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SEE CHANGE
SAND TRACKS
Tristan Schultz and Bec Barnett
Giant sand art impressions – rolling out for
kilometres along the beach – will inspire you
to think about sustainability and our future.
BROADBEACH BEACH
5–8 APRIL 9AM–12NOON

LINES IN THE SAND:
(RE)MAKING CONTACT
Meredith Elton
Join us for an open-air dance ceremony
that explores new possibilities for our
relationships with each other and the land.
KURRAWA PARK, BROADBEACH
12–13 APRIL 6PM–7PM

INTERWOVEN – MARKS ON
THE LANDS, MARKS ON THE BODIES
Joy Vercoe
Experience Pacific woven culture through
a powerful performance with dance, sound,
and spoken word.
MAIN STAGE, SURFERS PARADISE
8 APRIL 6PM–7PM
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SUPER SOUVENIR
Byron Coathup
Visit the Super Souvenir
caravan to see classic and
contemporary souvenirs.
ACROSS THE COAST
Various times, see website

AGNES AND EARL
Lisa Smith
Discover the quiet, simple world of a
pair of octogenarians and their dog in
this charming pop-up puppet show.
ACROSS THE COAST
5–15 APRIL

YARGEH WADJALEH
THE LANGUAGE OF THE WIND
Kyle Slabb
Evocative calls to country to envelope you
in a sound-ocean of ancient knowledge.

ACROSS THE COAST
6–8 APRIL Various times, see website
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STREET
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More than 50 roving street performers will
surprise and entertain as you journey
to and from selected sporting venues.
Discover awe-inspiring life-sized puppets,
floating jellyfish, dancing zebras, an all-girl
hip hop crew, drummers, acrobats and more.
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GETTING
TO
FESTIVAL 2018
GC2018 isn’t an ordinary event – it’s
the biggest the Gold Coast has ever
seen! We encourage you to plan your
trip and allow plenty of time to get to
Festival 2018. Walking and cycling are
the best travel options to most venues.

GET
ACTIVE
RIDE THE
G:LINK
TAKE THE
TRAIN
HOP ON
A BUS
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Use the GC2018 Journey Planner to
get started, available in the GC2018 App
or at gc2018.com/transport.
For more information visit
gc2018.com/festival2018.

There is no car parking in or around the
two main Festival sites; Surfers Paradise
and Broadbeach. However, there are plenty
of active and public transport options.

Use the GC2018 Journey Planner on
the app or our website and allow plenty
of time for travel to and from the Festival.

#FESTIVAL2018

Food and drink
Festival 2018 is largely located in the
great outdoors. We encourage you to
pack your meals and enjoy a picnic while
soaking up the Festival atmosphere,
or visit the many cafes and restaurants

Accessibility
Festival 2018 is an inclusive, safe
and accessible event.
Information and updates about
accessible services and facilities is
available at gc2018.com/festival2018

surrounding the Festival sites.

Bookings
Weather
Please check gc2018.com/festival2018
or our social media channels for
updates regarding inclement weather.

For events that require bookings
please visit gc2018.com/festival2018.
Get your GC2018 sport tickets at
gc2018.com/tickets.
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VENUES
Surfers Paradise
Main Stage, Surfers Paradise Beach
Truth to Power, The Avenue,
3–15 Orchid Ave
Intimate Space, Hilton Surfers Paradise,
6 Orchid Ave
Urchins, Appel Park

Broadbeach

NightQuarter Festival, 1 Town
Centre Dr, Helensvale
Palm Beach Parklands, 945 Gold Coast
Highway, Palm Beach
Winders Park and Currumbin Estuary,
Duringan St, Currumbin
Greenmount Headland, Coolangatta

Kurrawa Park, Old Burleigh Rd

Mudgeeraba Memorial Hall,
62 Railway St, Mudgeeraba

Queensland Music Stage,
Surf Parade and Queensland Ave

Country Paradise Parklands,
231 Beaudesert–Nerang Rd, Nerang

Roundabout Stage,
Surf Parade and Victoria Ave

Mick Schamburg Park,
The Esplanade, Burleigh Heads

Broadbeach Mall, Victoria Ave

Museum of the Moon, Chinatown,
Davenport and Young St, Southport

Water Cooler Games, Beach,
Chelsea Ave
The Night Watch, Beach,
Chelsea Ave
Sea Stories, Beach, Chelsea Ave
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Sea Stories

Public Bus Stop
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Queensland Music Stage

GC2018 Merchandise Superstore
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Broadbeach Mall

1

Acknowledging Place

7

Roundabout Stage
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The Night Watch

3

Water Cooler Games

Media Transport Mall

Festival 2018 at Broadbeach
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Festival 2018 Across the Coast
Legend
1

NightQuarter Festival
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Festival 2018 at Broadbeach
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Museum of the Moon
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Wave Fields

3

Coast Acoustics
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Festival 2018 at Surfers Paradise

– Truth to Power
– An evening with Archie Roach

8

– Tide
– VOU
– Song to the Earth
– Super Souvenir

9

Quiet by Nature

10

The Language of the Wind

Map Number: GOLDOC268.1
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S TAY C O N N E C T E D
Download the GC2018 App
to plan your Games experience!
Subscribe for enews at

gc2018.com/festival2018

JOIN IN

THE FUN
& GAMES
AT THE STAR

Keep your celebrations going
at The Star. Presenting Partner
of Festival 2018 Broadbeach.

|
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| THESTARGOLDCOAST.COM.AU

GC2018 OFFICIAL PARTNERS

GC2018 OFFICIAL SUPPORTERS

GC2018 OFFICIAL SUPPLIERS
Centium Software
Diadora

Isentia

Thrifty

Sold Out Events

Sting

Gold Coast Airport
TFH Hire Services
Coates Hire

Y&R

MediaCom

GL events ExpoNet

Cockram Construction
DB Schenker

Aura Sports

Motorola Solutions

Incognitus

Brisbane Airport

Coca-Cola Amatil

Ottobock

ZEN Catering

Speedo

Spieth Gymnastics
Eleiko

CSG

Harvey Norman Commercial QLD

Kelly Services

RM Williams

Leonardo

Technogym

Queensland X-Ray

Hamilton

First Aid Accident & Emergency

Norwest Productions

Winc

Tourism Australia

SportsTech Australia

Benchmark Scaffolding

Seven Network

Flir

Peters Ice Cream
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Contact info@goldoc.com for alternative formats of this
Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games™ publication.
If you wish to use a text relay service,
visit relayservice.gov.au for assistance.

